MLA Citations, 8th Edition

Expectations for proper citations of the following: *In-text citations and Works Cited Page*

**Print Materials**

i. Book with a single author

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
(Kling 10)

ii. Book with more than one author

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
(Jacobson and Kysar 25)

iii. Book with an editor(s):

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
(Wolfteich 103)

iv. Book with an author and a translator(s)

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
(Boitani 89)

v. Book Chapter:

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
(Boys 110)

vi. Journal article with a single author

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
(Poythress 183)
vii. Journal article with more than one author

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Fewell and Gunn 46)

viii. Newspaper/magazine/newsletter (no author; single author; multiple authors)

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Kershner A8)

ix. Personal/unpublished works such as lecture notes

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Aihiokhai)

x. Art work

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Raphael fig 3.1)

xi. Audio recordings

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Byrd)
(“Kyrie” 00:02:25 – 00:03:00)

xii. Video recordings

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(“Great Yearning” 00:35:00 – 00:38:00)
Electronic Materials

i. Book with a single author

Bibliography:

In-text citation:
(Holder 30)

ii. Book with more than one author

Bibliography:

In-text citation:
(O'Sullivan and Flanagan 46)

iii. Book with an editor(s)

Bibliography:

In-text citation:
(Kidwell and Doherty 103)

iv. Book with an author(s) and a translator(s)

Bibliography:

In-text citation:
(Augustine 65)

v. Online Reference Article

Bibliography:

In-text citation:
(Christian)
vi. Journal article with a single author

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Cottee 444)

vii. Journal article with more than one author (*for sources with three or more authors, list only the first author's name followed by the phrase et al. (Latin for “and others”)*)

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Isaac et al. 1067)

viii. Newspaper/magazine/newsletter (no author; single author; multiple authors)

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Zimmerman)

ix. Personal/unpublished works/blogs

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
( Brussat)

x. Art work

**Bibliography:**

**In-text citation:**
(Botticelli)
xi. Audio recordings

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
("Kyrie")
("Kyrie" 00:02:25)

xii. Video recordings

*Bibliography:*

*In-text citation:*
("Looking" 00:24:00)

**Chicago Manual Citations, 16th Edition**

Expectations for proper citations of the following: *Footnotes/ Endnotes/Bibliography Page*

**Print Materials**

i. Book with a single author

*Bibliography:*

*Footnote:*

ii. Book with more than one author

*Bibliography:*

*Footnote:*

iii. Book with an editor(s):

*Bibliography:*

*Footnote:*
iv. Book with an author(s) and a translator(s)

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

v. Bibliography:

**Footnote:**

vi. Journal article with a single author

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

vii. Journal article with more than one author

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

viii. Newspaper/magazine/newsletter (no author; single author; multiple authors)

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**
Personal/unpublished works.

Bibliography:

Footnote:

Art work

Bibliography:

Footnote:

Audio recordings

Bibliography:

Footnote:

Video recordings

Bibliography:

Footnote:
1. The Great Yearning: Of Heretics and Saints, directed by Ellen Kleila (Princeton, NJ: Films for the Humanities and Sciences, 2001), DVD.

Electronic Materials

i. Book with a single author

Bibliography:

Footnote:
ii. Book with more than one author

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

iii. Book with an editor(s)

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

iv. Book with an author(s) and a translator(s)

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

xiii. Online Reference Article

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**
v. Journal article with a single author

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

vi. Journal article with more than one author *(for sources with four to ten authors, list only the first author’s name followed by the phrase *et al.* (Latin for “and others”))

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

vii. Newspaper/magazine/newsletter (no author; single author; multiple authors)

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**

viii. Personal/unpublished works/blogs

**Bibliography:**

**Footnote:**
ix.  

Art work  

Bibliography:  

Footnote:  